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• Diálogos for Clarinet and Guitar (2017)*  
 

Sombras de Ontem (toada)   dedicated to Toninho Horta 
Sempre Jacob  (choro)          ded. Jacob do Bandolim 
Valsa Azul   (valsa)     ded. Guinga 
Madrugada em Ouro Preto  (serenata) ded. Sérgio Santos 
Maracatuque  (maracatu)    ded. Jovino Santos Neto 
O Ravel acima, o Guinga abaixo (modinha) ded. Ravel and Guinga 
Desafio e Recordação  (baião)      ded. Hermeto Pascoal 

 
(BRIEF INTERVAL) 

 
Choro Branco for Solo Bass Clarinet  (2016) 
Boukas Baião for Solo Guitar   (2015) 
 

• Diálogos for Bass Clarinet and Guitar (2017)*  
 

Gafieira Suingada  (samba)   ded. Zé da Velha 
Saudades do Leblon  (valsa lento)  ded. Guinga 
Chão do Batuque  (batuque)    ded. Heitor Villa Lobos 
Marchinha de Esperança  (marcha rancho, 3/4)   ded. Itiberê Zwarg 
Frevo Na Praça   (frevo)    ded. Pixinguinha 

 

* world premiere 
 
“Diálogos” is from the Portuguese for “Dialogues”  
 
Kindly turn off all devices. Tonight’s performance is being recorded. Rather than an 
intermission, there will be a brief pause in the middle of the performance. 



Diálogos     Brazilian Chamber Duo 
 
The clarinet and bass clarinet both share a unique sonic connection with guitar. Yet precious little 
contemporary music is written for this combination, let alone Brazilian-inspired works. Our hope is 
that Diálogos Duo will contribute a significant body of work to garner more attention to this idiom. 
We welcome you to our premiere performance and premieres of over a dozen new works. 
 
As a composer and performer I have always been drawn to the musical formation of Duo.  
By far the most challenging and exciting chamber context, duo demands an intimate dialogue and 
intuitive connection between musicians– one which should be reflected in how original works are 
conceived and crafted. My noted duo collaborations have been with Brazilian pianist Jovino Santos 
Neto, Croatian tamburisa Filip Novosel, cellist Wendy Law, and now, French clarinetist Louis Arques. 
 
Louis and I met last October via a gracious recommendation by Mannes woodwind chair Judith 
Mendenhall. At that time, I had but one duet for clarinet and guitar (Valsa Azul) which was written 
last June. After Louis and I read through earlier pieces I quickly adapted for clarinet, it became clear 
that the makings of a fertile collaboration was at hand. He has an unrelenting passion and 
enthusiasm for making music with people regardless of style or era. His natural instincts for 
performing Brazilian music’s complex rhythms, melodies and harmonies are simply uncanny. 
 
As a matter of course, we would get together at lunch every Tuesday at New School. Each week, I 
would bring another new piece for us ready to play. This gave rise to the seven-movement cycle 
Diálogos for Clarinet and Guitar where each movement is dedicated to an inspiring Brazilian 
composer or musician. Knowing that Louis is also a brilliant bass clarinetist (and it being my favorite 
woodwind instrument), I then set out to compose another seven-movement dedication cycle, 
Diálogos for Bass Clarinet and Guitar (five of the pieces will be performed tonight). We plan to 
present this and other programs both here and abroad, and soon to make a definitive recording.  
 
Given the close proximity during which these pieces were created, they share an intuitive stylistic 
consistency reflected in their broader form, thematic writing and harmonic vocabulary. Also included 
in tonight’s program is Choro Branco for Solo Bass Clarinet and Boukas Baião, a solo guitar piece set 
in the core Northeast Brazilian genre baião.        – RICHARD BOUKAS 
______________________ 
 
LOUIS ARQUES is a multifaceted woodwind specialist from Grenoble, France. Apart from his 
performance on clarinets, saxophones and vocals, he has taught in French music schools for ten years 
including the Paris Conservatoire. Moving to New York City last fall, he began the Mannes Graduate 
Program in Performance and rapidly has become one of New York City’s in-demand soloists and 
orchestral musicians: with the String Orchestra of Brooklyn (SOB), Mannes Orchestra in venues 
including Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall. Louis also plays on Von Vittorelli’s replicas of 18th 
Century instruments. He is a frequent New Music collaborator, including composer Elizabeth Hoffman 
and Mannes American Composer Ensemble. He also performs Afro-Cuban music including the New 
School Afro-Cuban Orchestra and Jazz in club venues including Birdland. 
 
RICHARD BOUKAS is New School Jazz faculty since 1995 and Mannes faculty 1989-95. An 
internationally recognized guitarist, vocalist, composer, educator and scholar specializing in Brazilian 
music, his works synergize traditional Brazilian genres with through-composed chamber, jazz and 
choral forms. Boukas is leader of the acclaimed Brazilian jazz group Quarteto Moderno, and has 
fulfilled commissions for ensembles including La Catrina String Quartet, PUBLIQuartet String Quartet, 
Berklee World String Orchestra, Atlantic Brass Quintet and Cerddorion Vocal Ensemble. He has 
released numerous recordings as composer-leader, including Quarteto Moderno “Live! Ao Vivo!”, 
Balaio (with Jovino Santos Neto), Live at St. Michaels (with Filip Novosel), Amazôna and 
Embarcadero. Richard is founder, director and arranger for New School Brazilian Choro and New 
School Brazilian Jazz ensembles. Last year he was special presenter at the Mannes’ New York Guitar 
Seminar,and is a La Bella Strings artist endorsee since 1980. Visit www.boukas.com 


